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business processes 136
business process orientation 137
business process reengineering (BPR) 52
buyer-seller relationship 314

C
case-based reasoning (CBR) 52
CKM strategy, setting a 1–30
collaborative planning, forecasting, and replenishment (CPFR) 307
communities of practice (COPs) 229
competitive strategy 11
component supplier management (CSM) 277
computer supported collaborative work (CSCW) 73, 348
customer, data capture 169–190
customer, delighted 317
customer, devoted 317
customer, retention 316
customer-centric data analysis 193
customer-centric services 271
customer data 171
customer data integration (CDI) 183
customer life cycle (CLC) 315
customer lifetime value (CLV) 319
customer relationship 315
customer relationship, online vs offline 318
customer relationship management (CRM) 3, 52
customers, profiles of 191–212
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cycle time 141
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data mining (DM) 52
Data Warehouse (DW) 3
data warehousing (DW) 174
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Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) 113
enterprise resource planning (ERP) 53, 278
environmental drivers 31–62
F
flow manufacturing 279
flow time 141
I
information sharing 13
institutionalization 45
Internet, navigation and usability 272
Internet, reliability 272
Internet experience 272
J
Java 2 Enterprise Edition 113
K
key performance indicator 4
knowledge, about customers 213–268
knowledge, as a corporate asset 213
knowledge, characteristics of 218
knowledge, concept of 215
knowledge, forms of 216
knowledge, levels of 218
knowledge-based view (KBV) 14
knowledge creation 217
knowledge management systems 260, 352
knowledge spiral 217
L
lateral thinking 4
learning, adaptive 335
learning, future-centered 338
learning, generative 335
learning, modes of 335
learning, single-loop 335, 349
learning, team 340
learning, through CKM change 334–355
learning, U-loop 349
logical thinking 3
M
make-to-stock (MTS) item 275
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mass customization (MC) 275, 276, 305, 308, 312
material requirements planning 278
N
net-present value 320
O
on-line transaction processing 175
operational data store (ODS) 169
organizational, planned 43
organizational change, haphazard 43
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P
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product data management (PDM) 277
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Q
quality function deployment (QFD) 275
R
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sales force automation (SFA) 277
sustainable competitive advantage (SCA) I
SWOT 7

V
value-adding (VA) 269

W
Web users, power vs. casual 280